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www.oriel-lighting.com.au | quality lighting at affordable prices

CONVERTER PLATE SUIT CHIP ADJUSTABLE
SKU:OLA17/185

Ceiling converter plate to suit our adjustable CHIP LED downlights. Designed to use when
retrofitting these downlights into slightly bigger ceiling cut-outs (replacing older, larger
lights). The converter plate can be used for ceiling openings 95 - 160mm. The outer
diameter of the plate is 185mm. This converter plate has springs to hold into your ceiling.

Description
Ceiling converter plate to suit our adjustable CHIP LED downlights. Designed to use when
retrofitting these downlights into slightly bigger ceiling cut-outs (replacing older, larger
lights). The converter plate can be used for ceiling openings 95 - 160mm. The outer
diameter of the plate is 185mm. This converter plate has springs to hold into your ceiling.

Additional information

Brand Oriel Lighting

Colour White

Finish MATT

Overall Height 0.2

Overall Width 18.5

Overall Depth 18.5

Fitting Diameter D185

Fitting Projection P03

Fitting Other Dimension Indent D105

Fitting Cutout C95-160

Fitting Recess R35

Fitting Material Steel

Primary Material METAL

PLU 75446

Supplier Code OLA17/185

UPI 9324879211925

Accessories - Required Suitable downlight is required

Unless stated, fittings do not include globes (bulbs). No representations are made as to the suitability of this product for your application. All fixed lights (other than DIY lights)
should be installed by a licensed electrical contractor. Due to continuing product development, some specifications may change over time. Refer to our detailed Terms and
Conditions, online at: www.oriel-lighting.com.au | Details and specifications are current at the time of printing, and with constant product development, subject to change. 
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Electrician To Install This fitting should be installed by a licenced electrician

Warranty / Guarantee 1 Year Replacement Guarantee

Other Information Ideal for use with LF3820WH

Unless stated, fittings do not include globes (bulbs). No representations are made as to the suitability of this product for your application. All fixed lights (other than DIY lights)
should be installed by a licensed electrical contractor. Due to continuing product development, some specifications may change over time. Refer to our detailed Terms and
Conditions, online at: www.oriel-lighting.com.au | Details and specifications are current at the time of printing, and with constant product development, subject to change. 
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